
 

Kuoni Business Travel expands its long stay travel offer through 

Acomodeo’s digital solution and services 
 

Kuoni Business Travel has integrated Acomodeo’s innovative, digital serviced apartment 

booking platform into its travel management services. Through the cooperation, 

travelers and their companies can benefit from potential savings, greater comfort and a 

more efficient online booking process, especially for long stay business trips. 

Frankfurt, 26th of February: Customers of Kuoni, the business travel specialist of DER Touristik 

Suisse, have now access to the attractive conditions of over 548,000 professionally operated 

serviced apartments worldwide via Acomodeo. Accommodations can be booked online using all 

devices without additional software thanks to Acomodeo's booking solution. "Individual customer 

service from Kuoni Business Travel will continue to be provided," underlines Andreas Schneider, 

Head of Kuoni Business Travel and adds: "Business trips over several days, which allow as many 

appointments as possible and the increasingly popular private extension days, are now 

requirements for many of our customers. The cooperation with Acomodeo shows our commitment 

to provide them with a high quality and up-to-date range of services and products around the 

clock.” 

Acomodeo: Attractive prices and comfort for business travelers 

Eric-Jan Krausch, founder and CEO of Acomodeo, explains: "On average, the serviced apartments 

in our portfolio are up to 55 percent cheaper for long stays compared to hotel rooms. There are 

significant cost advantages for business travelers staying longer than four nights. In addition to 

these potential savings, partners such as Kuoni also benefit from the Acomodeo minimum 

standards guarantee, which ensures professional services and billing. By cooperating with Kuoni, 

we make business travel a more positive experience, both in terms of higher comfort and lower 

costs.“ 
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About Acomodeo  
 
Acomodeo brings the smart booking experience of the hotel business to the growth market of 
serviced apartments, combining long-term accommodation with the global travel market. With 
tailormade, technical solutions for business customers and apartment providers, the company 
covers the entire value chain of this market and makes it fit for the future. With Acomodeo, 
companies can save money on short and longer business trips and offer their employees a higher 
level of travel comfort.  
At present more than 548,000 professionally led apartments in 135 countries can be booked over 
online portal Acomodeo.com as well as, by Acomodeo operated, firm portals. Through the 
individual agency service, a network of more than 1,335,000 apartments worldwide can be 
accessed. With exclusively professionally managed accommodations and specific corporate 
customer services, Acomodeo stands out clearly from providers of private accommodations, which 
are usually out of the question, e.g. due to a lack of billing options for business travelers.  
Acomodeo is based in Frankfurt am Main and currently employs more than 40 people at 4 

international locations. The company received the Travel Industry Club's (TIC) Best Practice Award 

2017 for its products and was named "Best Agent 2017" by the International Hospitality Media 

jury for the global serviced apartment market. In addition, Acomodeo 2018 was selected by the 

German Ministry of Economics as part of the German Accelerator Programme and again received 

the award as "Best Service Provider" from International Hospitality Media in 2019. 
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